
 

 
 

T-Lock Q & A 
 
Q1: How many Clips and Wedges are needed per square foot? 
Q2: How do you break the Clips? 
Q3: Do you need pliers? 
Q4: Does T-Lock work with wood plank tiles, e.g. 8”x24” porcelain tiles? 
Q5: Can T-Lock be used for vertical wall tiles? 
Q6: Can the Wedges and Clips be used more than once? 
Q7: Can I use a different width spacer with the T-Lock system, e.g. 3/16” spacer. 
Q8: How many Wedges and Clips come in the small kit? 
Q9: Can I still use T-Lock if the floor will only be partially tiled in one day? 
Q10: How can I achieve even grout joints using T-Lock? 
Q11: I’ve been a tile setter for 30 years and never had a lippage problem. Why should I 
use this system? 
Q12: My subfloor is off by more than 1” in an 8 foot span. Can T-Lock help or should the 
subfloor be leveled? 
Q13: I’m a weekend DIYer, can I get great results using T-Lock? 
Q14: I’m interested in using T-Lock but what’s the best way to clean thin-set that oozes 
up from grout joints and into the Clips? 
Q15: Won’t T-Lock cause the tiles to pull up from the mortar and therefore ruin the 
bond? 
Q16: Should tiles still be back buttered with T-Lock? 
Q17: Does the direction of Wedges matter? 
Q18: How should Clips be spaced at the edge of the tile? 
Q19: Can the Wedges be used as additional grout spacers? 
 
 
 



Q1: How many Clips and Wedges are needed per square foot? 
A1: Use two Clips and two wedges per square foot. 
 
 
Q2: How do you break the Clips? 
A2: Clips can be dislodged by either kicking them or hitting them with a rubber mallet. 
It’s best to remove Clips 24 hours after setting tile and to hit them in the direction of the 
grout joint. This ensures the clips will break off below the tile. 
 
 
Q3: Do you need the pliers? 
A3: Wedges can be set by hand or by using the pliers. If you’re setting tile on a daily 
basis the pliers will be better than hands. Furthermore, the pliers provide more leverage 
than your hand and do a great job of making tiles flush with each other. Small projects, 
like 5’ x 8’ bathroom floors may not require the pliers. But pliers do make using T-Lock 
faster and more efficient.  
 
 
Q4: Does T-Lock work with wood plank tiles, e.g. 8” x 24” porcelain tiles? 
A4: Yes, T-Lock is specifically made for large format tiles, i.e. tiles with one edge that’s 
equal or greater than 15”.  
 
 
Q5: Can T-Lock be used for vertical wall tiles? 
A5: Yes, T-Lock can be used for vertical tiles or horizontal tiles. 
 
 
Q6: Can the Wedges and Clips be used more than once? 
A6: Wedges can be reused but Clips are used only once. Clips can be used as shims if 
cleaned properly. 
 
 
Q7: Can I use a different width spacer with the T-Lock system, e.g. 3/16” spacer. 
A7: Yes, any size spacer can be used with T-Lock. Clips come in 1/32” (1mm), 1/16” 
(2mm), and ⅛” (3mm) thick increments. Therefore, if these size grout joints are needed 
then a separate spacer might be unnecessary.  
 
 
 



Q8: How many Wedges and Clips come in the small kit? 
A8: 100 Wedges and 300 Clips come in the small kit. 
 
Q9: Can I still use T-Lock if the floor will only be partially tiled in one day? 
A9: Yes, use T-Lock up to the last row. Then place Clips under the tiles in the last row 
where the work will begin the next day. Clean excess thin-set off the floor (e.g. DITRA), 
place a blank or scrap piece of tile against the adjacent tile that’s set in thin-set. This will 
hold the Clip in place until the next day. On day 2 remove the scrap piece of tile, apply 
thin-set to the substrate, and continue setting tiles using T-Lock. (Many thanks to Sal 
DiBlasi for this tip.) 
 
Q10: How can I achieve even grout joints using T-Lock? 
A10. All Wedges should face the same direction such that when the pliers or hand is 
used to cinch the Wedge it will push the tiles together and lock them in place. If Wedges 
are facing different directions then the installer runs the risk of having inconsistent 
pressure applied to grout joints. This in turn can lead to uneven grout lines.  
 
Q11: I’ve been a tile setter for 30 years and never had a lippage problem. Why should I 
use this system? 
A11: Tiles are becoming larger and unfortunately not every manufacturer is the same. 
Large tiles tend to have uneven edges, cupping, and irregularity. Tile leveling systems 
like T-Lock help minimize these imperfections and assist tile setters in getting a 
lippage-free installation. Thus, it’s not the tile setter’s lack of experience, it’s the tile 
manufacturer’s poor quality that the setter is fixing with T-Lock. 
 
Q12: My subfloor is off by more than 1” in an 8 foot span. Can T-Lock help or should the 
subfloor be leveled? 
A12: T-Lock is a tile tuning system. It is not meant to level uneven subfloors. Subfloors 
and walls should be even, sound, and free deflection.  
 
Q13: I’m a weekend DIYer, can I get great results using T-Lock? 
Q13: Yes, follow the directions for using T-Lock and your tile should be lippage free. 
Keep in mind that T-Lock is a tool and like any tool, if it’s used wrong you won’t see the 
desired results. T-Lock will help you set tile and get amazing results. All general tiling 
principles still apply though, e.g. back buttering large format tiles, directional troweling, 
correct trowel size, appropriately mixed thin-set per the manufacturer, etc.  
 
 



Q14: I’m interested in using T-Lock but what’s the best way to clean thin-set that oozes 
up from grout joints and into the Clips? 
A14: Buy a cheap 2” paint brush and cut the bristles to about 1”. Use this brush to clean 
the thin-set from the grout joints and Clips. Remove excess thin-set from the brush by 
dipping it in water. Just be sure to not get excess water in the grout joints. Gently 
tapping the brush on the side of a bucket will remove most of the water. This method 
helps keep joints and Clips clean throughout the tile setting process. 
 
Q15: Won’t T-Lock cause the tiles to pull up from the mortar and therefore ruin the 
bond? 
A15: No, proper use of the T-Lock system will compress the tiles into the thin-set and 
hold them in place until it cures.  
 
Q16: Should tiles still be back buttered with T-Lock? 
A16: Yes, large format tiles (tiles with edges greater than 15”) should be back buttered. 
Remember to use directional troweling when applying thin-set to the tile and substrate, 
i.e. trowel ridges face the same direction on both the tile and substrate. 
 
Q17: Does the direction of Wedges matter? 
A17: Wedges should face the same direction, e.g. all vertical Wedges should face 
downward so as to compress the grout joint. The same principle applies to horizontal 
Wedges. If all the Wedges face the same direction the grout joint will be compressed 
and even across the field of tile. 
 
Q18: How should Clips be spaced at the edge of the tile? 
A18: Clips should be positioned such that they’re about 2 inches from the edge of the 
tile. 
 
Q19: Can the Wedges be used as additional grout spacers? 
A19: Yes, the tip of each Wedge can serve as a 1/32” (1mm), 1/16” (2mm), or ⅛ (3mm) 
spacer and additional support for tiles. 
 
 
 


